This paper presents t h e design, identification and control of a nanopositioning device. T h e device is actuated by a piezoelectric stack and its motion is sensed by a Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT). A fourth order single input single output model has been identified to describe its dynamics. It is demonstrated t h a t PI control law does not meet the bandwidth requirements for positioning. This motivated the design and implementation of a n ' H , controller which demonstrates substantial improvements in t h e positioning speed and precision besides eliminating t h e undesirable nonlinear effects of t h e actuator. T h e characterization of the device in terms of bandwidth, resolution, and repeatability is also shown.
Introduction
The advent of new techniques to explore properties of near atomic-scale structures has led to the development of the new field of nanotechnology. In the past decade, it has become evident that nanotechnology will make fundamental contributions to science and technology. Inevitably, most schemes of nanotechnology impose severe specifications on positioning. This demand of ultra-high positioning precision forms a pivotal requirement in many applications of nanotechnology. For example micro/nanopositioning systems are essential in auto focus systems [l] in optics; disk spin stands and vibration cancellation in disk drives [2] ; wafer and mask positioning in microelectronics [3] ; piezo hammers [4] in precision mechanics; and cell penetration and micro dispensing devices [5] in medicine and biology. Besides this requirement of high precision, there is also an increasing need for high bandwidth positioning systems. For example in the field of cell biology, there are attractive proposals to employ nano-probes to track events in the cell. These events often have time scale in microsecond or nanosecond regimes. This necessitates high bandwidth positioning systems.
To meet the dual goal of high precision positioning at high bandwidth, novel sensors and actuators have been studied and developed. Most of the current high precision positioning devices utilize piezoelectric materials for actuation. The crystal lattices of these materials deform on the application of an electric field and these deformations are used for positioning with high accuracy. However, the precision in positioning is significantly reduced due to nonlinear hysteresis effects especially when the piezoactuators are used in rela-
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tively long range positioning applications. For instance, the maximum error due to hysteresis can be as much as 10-15% of the path covered. Another cause for the loss in precision is the drift due to creep effects. These effects become noticeable when piezoactuation is required over extended periods of time, i.e. during slow operation modes of the positioning device. Most of the commercially available devices circumvent these nonlinear effects at the cost of their performance by restricting the devices to low drive applications, where the behaviour is approximately linear and/or limiting their motions to some specific trajectories, for which nonlinear effects have been accounted for and appropriately compensated.
In the recent past, some efforts have been made to address these nonlinear effects. In [6), charge control (in contrast to voltage control) has been proposed to diminish the hysteresis effects. However these techniques lead to increased drift and saturation problems and lead to further reduction of the travel range and the positioning bandwidth of the piezoactuator. In [7] , post-correction techniques for removing creep and hysteresis effects from SPM-images have been presented. However, these post-processing methods cease to be useful for applications (such as cell biological studies) in which real time compensation is needed. In [8] , the design of a feedback controller using an optical sensor attachment to a commercial AFM to enhance its performance has been described. The feedback laws have been demonstrated to eliminate these nonlinear effects and considerably increase the positioning bandwidths. In [9] , the problem of nonlinear effects has been addressed by a careful identification/modeling of these nonlinearities and then using a model based inversion approach to compensate for their adverse effects. However, the efficacy of this approach depends on the extent of accuracy of modeling of the nonlinearities. But, this design methodology can be used in conjunction with the feedback design to achieve better performance and also robustly account for modeling uncertainties.
In this paper, we present a nanopositioning device with a piezoelectric actuator and a Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT) sensor. The device described here is an independent unit, and is not a modification or an enhancement of an already existing device. The piezoactuator used here is a stack-piezo, in contrast to piezoelectric tube in [8] and [9] , which has better hysteresis and creep properties but is much more expensive. We also show that the traditional and commonly used Proportional-Integra1 ( P I ) control laws in the scanning probe community have a highly unsatisfactory performance. This motivated us to carry out an ' H , control design, which gave significantly better results. For instance, we were able to obtain bandwidths as high as 130 H z by this design in contrast to less than 3 H z with the PI control law.
Device Description
A schematic of the device is shown in Figure 1 . It consists of a flexure stage with a sample holder, an evaluation stage, an actuation system, a detection system and a control system. The exploded view of the flexure and evaluation stages.
The flexure stage consists of two components: the base plate and the top plate. The base plate (see Figure 2 (a)) is 20 cm x 20 cm x 5 cm and is made of steel. From its centre protrudes a cylindrical block (the sample holder) which has a provision for the sample to be placed on it. This part of the base plate that seats the sample holder executes motion relative to its periphery. This motion is obtained by the serpentine spring design (see Figure 2 (c)) where design grooves (of about 150pm wide) are cut in the base plate that make it possible for the central block to move rela tive to the frame. The top plate sits on the base plate and is of similar dimensions as the base plate. It provides the sample an access to the evaluation stage (see Figure 2 (b)). The evaluation stage consists of a modified Atomic Force Microscope head where the features on the sample cause the cantilever to deflect in vertically as the sample moves under its tip. The resulting deflection signal is processed to infer the topography of the surface.
The actuation system consists of a voltage amplifier and a piezo-stack arrangement. This arrangement sits in the slot in the flexure stage (see Figure 2 (a)). The piezo deformation imparts the motion to the central block of the flexure stage. The input to the amplifier (which has gain of -15) is restricted to be negative and to be less than 10 V in magnitude since the piezo-stack saturates beyond this limit. The piezo stacks are at an angle a x 7.5 degrees (see Figure 2 ) because this arrangement, besides providing the sufficient force to the central block, also achieves a mechanical gain of 1/sin(a).
The detection system consists of a LVDT and associated demodulation circuit. It has a resolution in the order of a few angstroms. The LVDT has been adjusted so that it outputs 0 V when an input of -5 V is given to the actuation system. The corresponding position of the central block is called the null position. The LVDT output signal is proportional to the motion of the central block.
The design of the of the control laws have been presented in Section 3. These laws were implemented on a Texas Instruments C44 digital signal processor.
Identification of the system
The modeling of the device was done using the black-box identification technique where we chose a specific point in the operating range of the device (where its behaviour is approximately linear) and obtain a model of the device at this point by studying its frequency response over a prespecified bandwidth. For this purpose, we used a HP signal analyzer, which gave a series of sinusoidal inputs, Figure 3) . Accordingly, a fourth order non minimum phase transfer function:
was fit to this data. Figure 3 shows that there is a good match between this frequency response data and the one simulated from the model, G(s).
Control Design
The model inferred for the device at the null position was employed to design the feedback laws. The schematic of the closed loop system is shown in Figure 4 . Here e = Sr -Tn is the error signal where S = (1 + GK)-' is the sensitivity function and T = (1 + GK)-'GK is the complementary sensitivity function. The primary objective of the control design is to achieve good tracking with high bandwidths. Also, the feedback laws were constrained to provide control signals that were negative and within actuator saturation limits (-10 V to 0 V ) . Besides these implementation constraints, the presence of RHP zeros imposes fundamental constraints. For example, the classical root locus analysis predicts high gain instability of the system. This rules out high gain feedback laws. They also impose a fundamental limit on the achievable bandwidth of the closed loop system.
It has been shown in [lo, 111 , that a complex pair of RHP z e roes, z 1 , 2 = z f i y (as in this case z 1 , 2 = (1.72f7.364 x lo3), the "ideal" controller leads to the following sensitivity function, 42s S = (s + z + j y ) ( s + z -j y ) . B y the above criteria the achievable bandwidth (the frequency at which ( S ( j w ) / crosses -3dB from below) is approximately 415 H z for. the system. This controller is "ideal" in the sense that it may not be realizable and which, for a unit step reference ~( t ) , generates an input u ( t ) which minimizes the integral square tracking error:
In industry, it is a common practice to design proportional ( P ) or proportional-integral ( P I ) controllers. In the next section, we show that these controllers do not perform well and it becomes inevitable to look for more sophisticated designs. In particular, we present ' Ha control design which shows a great improvement over P and PI controllers.
P and PI controller designs: From the analysis of the root-locus plot of the open loop system, it is seen that the closed loop system is unstable for feedback gains greater than 0.1674 which rules out the use of proportional control.
In the design of PI control law ( k , + k i / s ) , since we know the structure of the controller, we can determine the regions in k,-ki plane which guarantee closed loop stability. should be noted that the bandwidth (< 3Hz) attained here is much less than the achievable bandwidth ( x 415 H z ) as described in the previous section.
Ha controller design: The main advantage of using this design is that it includes the performance objectives in the problem formulation itself. In this setting, the ' H , optimal control problem amounts to finding the control feedback law, K , such that 11 P,, 11-is infimized, where P., is the transfer function from w to z. The first step towards Ha control design is to form the generalized plant, P. In the system (see Figure 6 (b)), the exogenous input w is the reference signal T , the control input is ' U. and the measured output v is the error signal e. In order to reflect the performance objectives and physical constraints, the regulated outputs were chosen to be the weighted transfer function, 21 = W l e , the weighted system output, In practice it is not usually necessary to obtain an optimal controller and often it is computationally simpler to design a suboptimal one (i.e. one close to optimal one in the sense of 3-1, 
Characterization of the device
In this section, we characterize the closed loop and the open loop device in terms of its resolution, bandwidth, and the range. First, the device was calibrated using a calibration sample which had 180 n m high grooves every 5 p m . This grid was placed on the sample holder and probed by the The experiments to determine resolution were done both in open and closed loop configurations. The advantages of closing the loop is that, in this case the creep and drift effects are compensated and thus better resolutions are obtained (see Figure 9) . As seen in the previous section (see Figure 7) , the 'Hw controller achieved an approximate bandwidth of 138 H z , however, for slower (low bandwidth) application, one can decrease the bandwidth appropriately and achieve high resolutions. It was seen that the input voltage of approximately 4 V can be given without reaching the limits of the actuator. This guarantees a travel range of 70pm. Figure  10) . It is observed that the hysteresis effects are dominant in higher amplitudes (longer travels) and become smaller as the travel lengths are reduced. The hysteresis is quantified numerically in terms of maximum input (or output) hysteresis usually given as a percentage of the full scale. Figure 10 shows that the feedback control laws virtually eliminate all hysteretic effects, and the output and the reference signals match well.
Creep is another undesirable nonlinear effect common with piezoelectric actuators. It is related to the effect of the applied voltage on the remnant polarization of the piezo ceramics. If the operating voltage of a piezoactuator (open loop) is increased (decreased), the remnant polarization (piezo gain) continues to increase (decrease), manifesting itself in a slow creep (positive or negative) after the voltage change is complete. This effect is approximately described by the equation,
where to is the time at which the creep effect is discernible, yo is the value of the signal at t o and y is a constant, called A significant adverse effect of the nonlinearities in the open loop is that of non repeatability. This was seen clearly in the calibration experiment described in the previous section. In the open loop case, the grooves that were observed when traveling in one direction were not concomitant with those in the other direction. This has been shown in Figure 12 for the sake of comparison. In (c), the near perfect match with the closed loop system is demonstrated.
Conclusions
This paper presents the design, modeling and characterization of a fast high-precision nanopositioning device. It was demonstrated that P I control laws were not satisfactory for fast (> 3 H z ) tracking which necessitated an ' H , design. These laws were implemented and the experimental results demonstrate substantial improvements in the positioning precision of and the operating speeds (= 130 H z ) . Also, since these undesirable nonlinear effects are generic to most piezoelectric actuated devices, this control methodology can be adapted to them to obtain higher precision and larger bandwidths. Our future goal is to modify this device to have capability to position in all the three directions. This can be done by modifying the existing serpentine-spring design and having an identical actuator-flexure stage-sensor arrangement at right angles to the existing one (in 2-direction) to provide for motion in the other lateral direction (along yaxis); and by replacing the cylindrical block in the flexure stage by a piezoelectric material to allow for moving the sample in the vertical ( z ) direction. Once these modifications are done, this device can be used as a microscope to image surfaces of various samples and study their properties.
